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Background, objectives and methodology
Following the success of Open Banking, the Government is 
aiming to apply a similar framework to the telco sector. BT 
therefore want to be proactive, conducting their own 
consumer research to positively influence and support the 
development of the Open Communications platform.

Key objectives:

1. How do consumers feel about the Open Communications 
platform concept? 

2. What information do consumers need to make a fair and 
relevant comparison of broadband and mobile services?

3. What impact, if any, does TV have in the choice of 
broadband services?

4. What personal data are consumers willing to share to 
enable tailored recommendations? 
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Methodology

To provide a robust and representative sample for 
this research, Populus conducted an online survey 
in March 2020.

 4,500 UK consumers
 Pay for a broadband service, broadband + TV 

service, or mobile service

Survey included 3 x Max Diff exercises, one for 
broadband solus, one for broadband and TV, and 
one for mobile. Respondents saw one Max diff, 
depending on their current ownership

Max Diffs are a trade-off analysis, and were used to 
determine the criteria consumers prioritise most 
when purchasing broadband and mobile products 
to inform which data to share that will be most 
valuable to consumers



Understanding the MaxDiff
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Background to the MaxDiff

• Maximum Difference Scaling (MaxDiff) is a way of 
evaluating the importance of a number of alternatives. 
It is a discrete choice technique where respondents are 
asked to make simple best / worst choices

• Asking respondents to trade alternatives against each 
other means we can understand which they prioritise 
most

• In the surveys, respondents were shown a variety of 
criteria which may or may not be important to them 
when purchasing a new mobile, broadband service, or 
pay-for TV service. These were presented over several 
screens, and respondents were asked to select the 
criteria most and least important in their purchase 
decision. An example is shown below:

Example output of the MaxDiff

Criteria 
1

Criteria 
2

Criteria 
3

Criteria 
4

Criteria 
5

Criteria 
6

Criteria 
7

Item 6 is
2x important 
as Item 7
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Ensuring vulnerable customers were represented

To deliver a representative sample we used an 
online survey which captured consumers with and 
without vulnerabilities. 

Vulnerability definitions were taken from Customers 
with Additional Needs (A BT/Populus project in 2019 
which identified and defined the audiences most 
vulnerable when dealing with telecoms providers).

Disability (n=1,103)

Financial vulnerability (n=1,122)

Physical or mental health issue 
that affects day to day living (a 
lot or a little)

Household income of under 
£16,105 OR poor/ very poor 
credit rating 

Online vulnerability (n=777)
Find day to day online tasks 
quite difficult / very difficult 

Other vulnerabilities could include:
• Elderly 
• Socially isolated
• Changing circumstances

However, generally speaking these people have 
additional needs because they also have a 
disability, financial vulnerability, or online 
vulnerability



Importance of criteria for delivering fair and 
relevant broadband comparisons
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What broadband criteria is most important to a consumer?
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Service features (incl. A reliable internet connection that is 
free from drop outs, Inclusion of a landline)

Price (incl. Consistent pricing over time, Bills that are simple 
and easy to understand)

Extra benefits (incl. Loyalty rewards as part of my deal)

Customer services (incl. Quick responses if I encounter any 
problems with my service)

Brand (incl. A well established and trustworthy brand)

Broadband criteria which may be shown in platform 
(and tested in Max Diff):



Service features is the most important broadband criteria, followed by 
price. Brand, customer services and extra benefits are least important, 
but still play a role in the decision

7 Q. Which aspect is most important and which is least important to you when choosing a new broadband service? Base: BB consumers (1523)

442

413

348

346

264

Service features 

Price

Customer services

Brand

Extra benefits

Importance of criteria when choosing a broadband service (ranked on top scoring statement in each area) 
Note: All criteria tested scored over 100, meaning they all play a role in the broadband purchase journey

PRIMARY 
IMPORTANCE

SECONDARY 
IMPORTANCE

TERTIARY 
IMPORTANCE

Similar hierarchy 
across all key 

consumer subgroups, 
including those with 

additional needs



Reliability and speed are the most important service features across all 
broadband consumers, while value for money and consistent pricing 
overtime are the most important price criteria
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SLIDE 1 OF 3
Q. Which aspect is most important and which is least important to you when choosing a new broadband service? Base: BB consumers (1523)

442

419

413

401

387

374

362

349

348

346

339

323

A reliable internet connection that is free from drop outs

Internet speeds that meet my expectations

The best value for money

A consistent connection anywhere within my home

Guaranteed internet speeds at peak times
Ability to connect all devices I need at the same time without 

reducing the connection quality
Consistent pricing over time

The fastest internet speeds

Quick responses if I encounter any problems with my service

Confidence that my provider will keep my personal data secure

Minimal buffering at peak times

The cheapest price

Importance of criteria when choosing a broadband service (showing >300)

Service features

Price

Brand

Extra benefits

Customer services

Similar hierarchy 
across all consumers, 
including those with 

additional needs

All criteria above average of 266



Of secondary importance, broadband consumers are looking for a 
service that is quick and easy to set up, as well as security benefits
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SLIDE 2 OF 3
Q. Which aspect is most important and which is least important to you when choosing a new broadband service? Base: BB consumers (1523) 

264

264

257

234

228

215

210

A service that is quick and easy to set up

Security protection for my devices with my broadband package

Ability to get in touch with my broadband provider at any time

A well established and trustworthy brand

Knowledgeable staff with expertise on the services and products on offer

Bills that are simple and easy to understand

A call centre that is based in the UK

Importance of criteria when choosing a broadband service (showing 200-300)

Service features

Price

Brand

Extra benefits

Customer services

Similar hierarchy 
across all consumers, 
including those with 

additional needs

All criteria below average of 266



Extra benefits such as safeguarding features or subscription discounts, 
along with inclusion of a landline, are of tertiary importance but still play 
a role in driving broadband choice 
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SLIDE 3 OF 3
Q. Which aspect is most important and which is least important to you when choosing a new broadband service? Base: BB consumers (1523) 

186

175

173

170

160

158

139

137

127

114

Safeguarding features available for my family with my broadband package

Easy to find information from my provider online

Inclusion of a landline

Inclusion of free landline calls

Discounts on subscriptions as part of my tariff

Channels of contact that suit my preferences e.g. Webchat, phone, email

An offer of a mobile dongle to get me back online if my connection fails

Promotions and special offers available when joining

Loyalty rewards as part of my deal

Extras and freebies available as part of the service

Importance of criteria when choosing a broadband service (showing 100-200)

Service features

Price

Brand

Extra benefits

Customer services

Similar hierarchy 
across all consumers, 
including those with 

additional needs

All criteria below average of 266



4 in 10 broadband consumers also purchase a TV service from the same 
provider; many prefer dealing with one telco only while others believe 
there are cost savings
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Q. In your own words, please could you list the two or three most important aspects to you when considering which bundle to choose?
Data source: Flows, Base: Total (33,921)

59%

41%

Chart Title

1 2

4 in 10 broadband 
consumers also 

purchase a TV service 
from the same provider. 
This means broadband 
service features and TV 

service features will 
have an impact on 

service choice

“I like dealing with only one 
company for broadband, 

TV, and phone.”

“I want to save money by 
buying a bundle - as long 
as it includes services for 

both broadband and TV.”



TV information should be made available in the Open Communications 
platform as TV is the most important product in many consumers telco 
bundle, particularly customers with Sky
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Q. How important is each product in your bundle? Base: Consumers who have Broadband and TV with the same provider 
(1386), BT (180), Sky (609), Virgin (481), TalkTalk (102) *Mobile or landline

30% 17%

42%

24%
7%

64%
74%

50%
72%

86%

1 2 3 4 5

Series3
Series2
Series1

Most important product in their Broadband and TV package (stated)
NOTE: 35+ year olds and consumers with additional needs are slightly more likely to state TV is most important product 



What broadband and TV criteria is most important to a consumer?
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Broadband service features (incl. A reliable internet 
connection that is free from drop outs, Inclusion of a 

landline)

Price (incl. Consistent pricing over time, Bills that are simple 
and easy to understand)

Extra benefits (incl. Loyalty rewards as part of my deal)

Customer services (incl. Quick responses if I encounter any 
problems with my service)

Brand (incl. A well established and trustworthy brand)

Broadband and TV criteria which may be shown in 
the platform (and tested in Max Diff):

TV service features (incl. Comes with a TV box that allows 
me to record live TV and watch at a later date)



Broadband service features and price are critical to triple play 
consumer choice, but TV service features also play a substantial role in 
their decision making

14 Q. Which aspect is most important and which is least important to you when choosing a new broadband and TV service? Base: BB + TV consumers (1511) 

400

387

341

327

310

253

BB service features 

Price

TV service features

Customer services

Brand

Extra benefits

Importance of criteria when choosing a broadband and TV service (ranked on top scoring statement in each area) 
Note: All criteria tested scored over 100, meaning they all play a role in the broadband and TV purchase journey

PRIMARY 
IMPORTANCE

SECONDARY 
IMPORTANCE

TERTIARY 
IMPORTANCE

Similar hierarchy across 
all key consumer 

subgroups and brands, 
including those with 

additional needs



Beyond BB service features, sharing data about what channel/ content 
people are watching, could help drive better recommendations
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SLIDE 1 OF 3
Q. Which aspect is most important and which is least important to you when choosing a new broadband and TV service? Base: BB + TV consumers (1511) 

400

387

384

381

361

352

350

344

341

332

327

310

303

302

Importance of criteria when choosing a broadband and TV service (showing >300)

A reliable internet connection that is free from drop outs

The best value for money

A consistent broadband connection anywhere within my home

Internet speeds that meet my expectations

A broadband package that guarantees internet speeds at peak times

Ability to connect all devices I need at the same time without reducing the connection quality

A broadband package that offers the fastest internet speeds

Consistent pricing over time

Comes with a TV box that allows me to record live TV and watch at a later date

A broadband package with minimal buffering at peak times

Quick responses if I encounter any problems with my broadband or TV service

Confidence that my provider will keep my personal data secure

The cheapest price

A TV service that offers the specific content and the channels that I want

TV service features

Price

Brand

Extra benefits

Customer services

BB service features

Similar hierarchy 
across all consumers, 
including those with 

additional needs

All criteria above average of 254



Ability to pause/rewind live TV, and having broad/best content range 
are also important when choosing a broadband and TV service
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SLIDE 2 OF 3
Q. Which aspect is most important and which is least important to you when choosing a new broadband and TV service? Base: BB + TV consumers (1511) 

294
276
273

253
240
233
231
231
229
229
228
224
222
216

204

Importance of criteria when choosing a broadband and TV service (showing 200-300)

A TV service that allows me to pause and rewind live TV

A TV service that has the broadest range of channels available

A TV service that provides the best selection TV shows and box sets

Security protection for my devices

A bespoke TV package that only has the specific channels that I care about

Ability to get in touch with my provider at any time

Services which are quick and easy to set up

The capabilities of the box (e.g. the ability to broadcast in 4K, stream Netflix etc)

A well established and trustworthy brand

Discounts on subscriptions as part of my deal

Access to free to air channels through the premium TV service

Bills that are simple and easy to understand

Knowledgeable staff with expertise on the services and products on offer

The ability to be able to watch TV content on multiple devices, in multiple rooms or on the go

A call centre that is based in the UK

TV service features

Price

Brand

Extra benefits

Customer services

BB service features

Top 3 criteria shown are above average 
of 254, the remaining are below average Similar hierarchy 

across all consumers, 
including those with 

additional needs



Though of less importance, ability to change channels mid-contract,  
live sport, and good selection of movies still play a role in service 
choice
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SLIDE 3 OF 3
Q. Which aspect is most important and which is least important to you when choosing a new broadband and TV service? Base: BB + TV consumers (1511) 

198

182

180

174

170

166

164

163

156

155

138

102

Importance of criteria when choosing a broadband and TV service (showing 100-200)

A deal that offers me the option to change the channels I have access to during the contract

A TV service that includes a good selection of the latest movies

Promotions and special offers available when joining

A TV service that includes live sport

Loyalty rewards as part of my deal

Easy to find information from my provider online

A good range of extras, freebies and benefits available

Safeguarding features available for my family

Channels of contact that suit my preferences e.g. Webchat, phone, email, online

Inclusion of a landline

An offer of a mobile dongle to get me back online if my connection fails

A TV services that includes a good selection of content for kids

Similar hierarchy 
across all consumers, 
including those with 

additional needs

TV service features

Price

Brand

Extra benefits

Customer services

BB service features

All criteria below average of 254



What mobile criteria is most important to a consumer?
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Mobile service features (incl. Reliable network coverage 
wherever I am outdoors)

Price (incl. Consistent pricing over time, Bills that are simple 
and easy to understand)

Extra benefits (incl. Loyalty rewards as part of my deal)

Customer services (incl. Quick responses if I encounter any 
problems with my service)

Brand (incl. A well established and trustworthy brand)

Mobile criteria which may be shown in the platform 
(and tested in Max Diff):

Handset (incl. The phone brands/ models on offer (e.g. 
Samsung Galaxy S10, iPhone 11)



Service features and price are very important criteria in mobile choice. 
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Q. Which aspect is most important and which is least important to you when choosing a new mobile service? Base: Mobile consumers (1503), 
with Pay Monthly tariff (521), SIM Only tariff (644), Pay As You Go tariff (333) 

406

384

311

292

259

132

412

401

285

254

235

108

375

355

256

229

212

101

Price

Service features

Brand

Handset

Customer service

Extra benefits

Importance of criteria when choosing a mobile service (ranked on top scoring statement in each area) 

PRIMARY 
IMPORTANCE

SECONDARY 
IMPORTANCE

TERTIARY 
IMPORTANCE

Similar hierarchy 
across all key 

consumer subgroups, 
including those with 

additional needs

Pay Monthly SIM Only Pay As You Go



Best value for money is most important, followed by reliable network 
coverage and strong data connection. Data security is also important 
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SLIDE 1 OF 3 
Q. Which aspect is most important and which is least important to you when choosing a new mobile service? Base: Mobile consumers (1503)

401

383

355

335

322

309

300

290

265

The best value for money

Reliable network coverage wherever I am outdoors

Strong mobile data connection whenever I need it

Reliable network coverage wherever I am indoors

The cheapest price

A tariff that suits my data needs

Consistent pricing over time

Confidence that my mobile network will keep my personal data secure

Confidence that my personal data will be secure when 
using my chosen handset

Importance of criteria when choosing a mobile service (showing >250)

Similar hierarchy 
across all consumers, 
including those with 

additional needs

Handsets

Service features

Price

Brand

Extra benefits

Customer services

Top 2 criteria for Pay Monthly, 
SIM Only, and Pay As You Go

All criteria above average of 201



Further service features, price criteria, and customer service criteria 
are important to consumers when choosing a mobile service
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SLIDE 2 OF 3
Q. Which aspect is most important and which is least important to you when choosing a new mobile service? Base: Mobile consumers (1503)

249
244
240

232
225
218

194
188
187
182
177
172

157
156
155

A tariff that provides inclusive (but capped) or unlimited data
A fixed tariff or contract that provides me with peace of mind over time

Quick responses if I encounter any problems with my mobile network
No upfront costs

A tariff that provides inclusive (but capped) or unlimited minutes

The fastest mobile data connection available

A well established and trustworthy brand
Ability to get in touch with my mobile network provider at any time

A wide range of tariff options to choose from
A tariff that allows me to use my phone abroad at no extra cost

A tariff with no contract
A product that is quick and easy to set up

A call centre that is based in the UK
Bills that are simple and easy to understand

A tariff with a contract so I can spread the cost of the package

Importance of criteria when choosing a mobile service (showing 150-250)

Similar hierarchy 
across all consumers, 
including those with 

additional needs

Handsets

Service features

Price

Brand

Extra benefits

Customer services

Top 6 criteria shown are above average of 
201, the remaining are below average



Flexible tariffs, handset models, contact channels, and extra benefits 
play a limited role in consumers choice of a mobile service
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SLIDE 3 OF 3 
Q. Which aspect is most important and which is least important to you when choosing a new mobile service? Base: Mobile consumers (1503)

135

133

125

117

107

101

89

88

86

59

46

A tariff that will flex when I need it to

The phone brands/ models on offer (e.g. Samsung Galaxy S10, iPhone 11)

Channels of contact that suit my preferences

Extra data perks with my package

Promotions and special offers available when joining and loyalty rewards over time

Loyalty rewards as part of my deal

A tariff that suits the needs of my entire family (e.g. multi connection discounts)

Extras and freebies available as part of the tariff

5G connection as part of my tariff

Discounts on subscriptions as part of my tariff

Refurbished handset options available

Importance of criteria when choosing a mobile service (showing <150)

Similar hierarchy 
across all consumers, 
including those with 

additional needs

Anchor point = 100

Handsets

Service features

Price

Brand

Extra benefits

Customer services

Just over 100 for 
Pay Monthly 
consumers

All criteria below average of 201



However, the majority are willing for vulnerability flags to be shared 
between telecoms providers

23

Q. When customers have received extra help from a service provider, the details of this extra help may be stored to ensure continued support in 
the future. If you were to move service provider, would you want details of any extra help you may have received to be automatically shared 
with your new service provider? Base: UK consumers with a disability (1103), financial vulnerability (1122), online vulnerability (777)

Attitudes towards providers sharing vulnerability flags
Among consumers with additional needs

74% 69% 66%

13% 16% 19%

13% 15% 14%

1 2 3

Series1 Series2 Series3



Most to want to be given the option as to whether to share data about 
their vulnerabilities

24

Q. When customers have received extra help from a service provider, the details of this extra help may be stored to ensure continued support in 
the future. If you were to move service provider, would you want details of any extra help you may have received to be automatically shared 
with your new service provider? Base: UK consumers with a disability (1103), financial vulnerability (1122), online vulnerability (777)

16%

39%

19%
14%

35%

20%

12%

36%

18%

1 2 3

Series1 Series2 Series3

Attitudes towards providers sharing vulnerability flags
Among consumers with additional needs
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